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Early Years

Years 1 & 2

The children have had another super week in school and
have been fantastic during their first week of full days.

In Year 1 this week we have been focusing on how to write
simple sentences. We have been using our sentence
checkers to help us remember those all-important
essentials; capital letters, finger spaces, full stops and rereading to check it makes sense. Another smashing week
Year 1s- well done!

This week we put on our wellies and had a lovely autumn
walk around the school grounds looking for signs of
autumn. Our first PE lesson was super exciting, we went
into the big hall and played some great games, we cannot
wait until next week’s lesson! We have also been learning
some sign language this week; we can now say hello, good
morning, good afternoon, boy and girl. The children were
superstars and used the new signs they had learnt in their
play.
Well done everybody for another fantastic week!

This week in Year 2 we have been amazing scientists
continuing out materials work. We wanted to find out
what the best material would be to make a treasure chest
and so conducted an experiment to test how waterproof
a material was. We loved putting on our science goggles
and lab coats! In PE this week we had a bit of an aiming
competition and each team tried to collect the most
points. One team managed to get 206 points!!

Years 3 & 4

Years 5 & 6

This week in Year 3 we have built on our drawing skills.
We have looked at texture and tone and the effects we
can create by using them. First we practised using a tone
bar and then used what we had discovered to shade an
eye. Next week we will be using what we have learnt to
create a dragon eye drawing.

This week in Year 5, we compared the ancient Greek
Olympics to modern day. We explored the range of
sporting events and how these have developed over time,
to now include more than 50 sports! Choosing our
favourite ancient Olympic sport, we created a still frame
of what this would have looked like. Can you guess which
sport we are showing?

We experienced a very unusual
start to the week in Year 4! We
were left a mysterious letter which told us of a very
important book. We have been sworn to secrecy about
the book and its contents….but let's just say it has been
used to inspire some amazing literacy work!
In Science the children loved collecting 'samples' from our
forest school area and we had a super time drawing and
classifying the invertebrates.

Year 6s have had another
busy and fun week and
have enjoyed earning lots of the new team points! In
science, we learned about plants' adaptations to living in
rainforest conditions and our rainforest reports are now
complete! In maths, we have worked hard to learn and
practise formal methods of multiplication. We had an
enjoyable afternoon with clay making clay leaves and
animal sculptures and our Mayan dances are looking
fantastic!

